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Turnaround Continues with Annual and Sequential Improvement in Key Financial Measures

Strong Growth in SRB Derivate Sales Validates Shift in Strategy to High Value-Add Ingredients

Management A�rms Outlook for Continued Improvement in Operating and Financial Results

THE WOODLANDS, TX / ACCESSWIRE / April 28, 2021 / RiceBran Technologies (NASDAQ:RIBT), a global

leader in the development and production of critical nutritional and functional ingredients derived from small

and ancient grains for the healthy food, nutraceutical, pet care and animal feed markets, today announced

�nancial results for the �rst quarter ended March 31, 2021.



Summary

Results

($000s)

1Q2021 1Q2020 %

Chg.

Qual   1Q2021 4Q2020 % Chg. Qual

Revenue $8,605 $8,330 +3% Improved   $8,605 $6,806 +26% Improved

Gross Pro�t

(Loss)

$672 $(405) NM Improved   $672 $(47) NM Improved

Operating

Income (Loss)

$(1,076) $(2,955) (64%) Improved   $(1,076) $(1,825) (41%) Improved

Net Income

(Loss)

$591 $(3,033) NM Improved   $591 $(1,974) NM Improved

Adjusted

EBITDA (Loss)*

$(159) $(2,005) (92%) Improved   $(159) $(932) (83%) Improved

* Reconciliation of GAAP to Non-GAAP measures follows.

First Quarter 2021 Operating Highlights

"The �rst quarter's results demonstrate the initial success of shifting our focus to high value-add ingredients,"

said RiceBran's Executive Chairman Peter Bradley. "We are aligned with healthy living trends and believe there

is a large unmet opportunity for our products across a wide range of applications. We are leaning into this

opportunity with a revitalized sales team and plans to introduce new products and expand SRB and derivative

production before year-end. These initiatives should support higher quarterly revenue growth, the transition

to sustainable pro�tability, and generating signi�cant returns for our shareholders."



Continued improvement in quarterly �nancial results. RiceBran generated its highest quarterly

revenue in over three years, supported by 40% growth in SRB and SRB derivative sales, which with further

improvements from Golden Ridge, drove a transition to the �rst positive gross pro�ts in seven quarters.

Accompanied by a 32% year-over-year reduction in SG&A, operating losses in the quarter dropped to $1.1

million, net income transitioned to positive due to a nonrecurring gain on the company's PPP loan being

forgiven, and adjusted EBITDA losses (non-GAAP) narrowed to $159,000.

Validation of focus on high value-add ingredient strategy. With a renewed focus, sales of high value-

add SRB derivatives grew over 200% year-over-year in the �rst quarter as the company responded to

strong demand from new and existing customers. Further growth of these high margin products will be

supported in 2021 by initiatives to secure a higher supply of organic SRB feedstock, while new partner

agreements and expectations for commercial production of SRB at Golden Ridge in the second half of the

year will support SRB sales growth and further margin expansion.

Successful turnaround of Golden Ridge operations. Golden Ridge generated another quarter of

improving operating results, despite an approximately 25% decline in quarterly revenue from last year's

levels due to signi�cant weather-related downtime in February. The mill followed through on the higher

milling yields and increased sales margins of the prior quarter with improvements in productivity in the

�rst quarter, achieving its targets for increases in hourly throughput and onstream rates, setting the

stage for an expansion in SRB production from current levels.

Enhanced support from a streamlined corporate structure. Quarterly SG&A stabilized at $1.7 million, a

32% year-over-year decline, supporting improvement in �nancial results. Productivity enhancements from

the reduction in support sta� and the streamlining of corporate activities are also driving improved

customer execution. Greater integration of customer service, quality assurance, and �nance and

accounting activities has been supported by upgraded processes and tools and a reduced dependency on

outside consultants, helping to drive revenue, margin, and working capital improvements.



First Quarter 2021 Financial Highlights

RiceBran's CFO Todd Mitchell commented, "The company's turnaround continues. Despite signi�cant weather-

related challenges, we delivered another quarter of improvement in quarter-over-quarter and year-over-year

�nancial performance in key �nancial measures. Importantly, we were able to cut adjusted EBITDA losses

(non-GAAP) to $159,000 and to generate neutral Cash Flows from Operations, driven by our �rst quarter of

positive gross pro�ts in nearly two years and a signi�cant year-over-year reduction in SG&A. If this trend

continues, we are well positioned to transition to positive adjusted EBITDA (non-GAAP) in 2021."

Strong SRB sales growth o�set lower milling revenues. Total revenue grew 3% against operating

challenges and the toughest year-over-year comparable quarter of 2020 for revenue. Growth was driven

by a 40% increase in SRB and SRB derivative sales, led by 200%-plus increase in SRB derivative sales. SRB

growth was partially o�set by double digit declines in sales at Golden Ridge due to weather-related

downtime in February, and at MGI due to the timing of customer deliveries.

Company returned to positive gross pro�t margins. Continued improvement at Golden Ridge and a

growing focus on higher margin specialty ingredients helped to generate $672,000 in gross pro�t, the �rst

quarter with positive gross pro�t in seven quarters, ending the period of overall gross losses being driven

by the Golden Ridge acquisition, and positioning the company for further margin expansion and

sustainable growth in gross pro�ts.

Lower SG&A and PPP bene�t drive positive net income. A 32% year-over-year decline in quarterly

SG&A to $1.7 million, and the transition to quarterly gross pro�ts, narrowed operating losses to $1.1 million

in the �rst quarter from $3.0 million a year ago, while a $1.8 million nonrecurring gain from the complete

forgiveness of principal and interest on the company's SBA PPP loan resulted in net income of $591,000

in the quarter, compared to net losses of $3.0 million a year ago.



Adjusted EBITDA losses (non-GAAP) approach breakeven. The company continued its recent trend of

quarterly improvements in cash �ow. Adjusted EBITDA losses (non-GAAP) narrowed to $159,000 in the

�rst quarter of 2021, down from adjusted EBITDA losses (non-GAAP) of $932,000 in the fourth quarter of

2020, and adjusted EBITDA losses (non-GAAP) of $2 million in the comparable period a year ago. This

improvement was driven by higher revenue, the transition to positive gross pro�ts, and a 32% year-over-

year reduction in SG&A.

Balance Sheet strengthens with transition to net cash (non-GAAP). Total cash grew to $5.4 million at

the end of �rst quarter of 2021 from $5.3 million at the end of 2020, driven by neutral Cash Flow from

Operations and an increase in factored borrowing, with the latter supported by the 26% sequential

increase in quarterly revenue. Forgiveness of the company's $1.8 million PPP loan resulted in a positive

net cash (non-GAAP) position of $1.1 million at the end of the �rst quarter versus net debt (non-GAAP) of

$327,000 at the end of 2020.

Full Year 2021 Outlook and Objectives

"We entered 2021 embarking on the second phase of our turnaround strategy, which will be focused on

expanding our line-up of specialty ingredients, further enhancing our sales capabilities, expanding our supply

partnerships, and strengthening our milling operations," Mr. Bradley added. "We �rmly believe a signi�cant

unmet market opportunity exists for our high value-add SRB derivatives across a range of applications, led

most immediately by demand in the health and wellness, and supplement, categories. Barring unforeseen

circumstances, current trends point to the potential for sequential increases in revenue growth and gross

pro�t, and a transition to positive adjusted EBITDA (non-GAAP) in 2021. This is just the beginning of a specialty

ingredient expansion which will ultimately lead us to the introduction of products derived from other small and

ancient grains."

Conference Call Information



RiceBran Technologies will host a conference call today, Wednesday, April 28, at 4:30 p.m. Eastern Time to

discuss these results. The call information is as follows:

Date: April 28, 2021

Time: 4:30 p.m. Eastern Standard Time

Toll Free Dial-in number for US/Canada: 888-506-0062

Dial-In number for international callers: 973-528-0011

Webcast: https://www.ricebrantech.com/investors

Following the conclusion of the live call, a replay of the webcast will be available on the Investor Relations

section of the Company's website for at least 90 days. A telephonic replay of the conference call will also be

available from 7 p.m. EST on April 28, 2021 until 11:59 p.m. EST on May 12, 2021 by dialing 877-481-4010

(United States) or 919-882-2331 (international) and using the passcode 41066.

About RiceBran Technologies

RiceBran Technologies is a specialty ingredient company focused on the development, production, and

marketing of products derived from traditional and ancient small grains. Notably, we are global leader in the

production and marketing of stabilized rice bran (SRB), and high value-added derivative products derived from

SRB, as well as a processor of rice, rice co-products, and barley and oat products. We create and produce

products utilizing proprietary processes to deliver improved nutrition, ease of use, and extended shelf-life,

while addressing consumer demand for all natural, non-GMO and organic products. The target markets for our

products include food and animal nutrition manufacturers and retailers, as well as specialty food, functional

food and nutritional supplement manufacturers and retailers, both domestically and internationally. More

information can be found in the Company's �lings with the SEC and by visiting our website at

http://www.ricebrantech.com.
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